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This may surprise you.
The fact is Multi-Conveyor has been making super sanitary, washdown, stainless steel, USDA
recognized machinery for years. However, we've recently updated our checkpoints to comply with the most
strict and ever changing mandates as set forth by the USDA Dairy Guidelines.
Although all of the updates are far too many to
mention, critical points did include:
√ Removable NTR components for cleaning.
√ Gasketed areas to keep contaminants from
getting behind wear strips.
√ Critical radius welds and radius bushings.
√ Tooless removable CIP's (clean in place).
√ USDA approved urethane belts for tight
transfers.
√ Plastic washers behind all fasteners.
There is a difference between USDA and USDA
Dairy mandates. Multi-Conveyor can assure you
that we will stay current and compliant with these ever changing specifications on your behalf.
You can view many of our sanitary system videos here.

Moving Pharmaceuticals?
We can help.
This recently built serpentine is a first-in, first-out
accumulator that is utilized to keep the filler / puck
inserter producing products when the production
line experiences an equipment failure or stoppage
downstream.
Production is permitted to continue and the filled
products are then allowed to accumulate on the
serpentine table while the delay downstream is
cleared.
The pucks in this application can transport vials,
pens, or tubes of pharmaceutical products. Very
cool.
View our full-length accumulation solutions video
here!

Plan ahead and get your FREE
passes to Pack Expo, compliments
of Multi-Conveyor.
Pack Expo International (now co-located with
Pharma Expo) will be here before you know
it. That's why we're pleased to provide you with a
free pass to the show!
Click on this lin to registration. When prompted
(towards the end of the registartion process) you
will be asked if you have a COMP code. That's
where you will enter: 96M88
Then, map your trip and make sure to visit MultiConveyor in Booth S-3414. We'll be watching for
you!
(Please e-mail marketing@multi-conv.com if you have any
trouble using our free pass code for registration. We'll get you
handled.)
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